## TURN OLD MOBILE DEVICES INTO NEW POSSIBILITIES

Business demands maximizing productivity while minimizing expenditures. Have it both ways. With our on-going GO Mobile Trade-in Program, you can heighten efficiencies, not costs.

### BUY

**TC8000 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Increase productivity by 14%*
- Hands-free proximity scanning
- Elegant all-touch screens
- Super-rugged design

**GET $250**

**VC80 VEHICLE-MOUNTED MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Freezer-ready for the coldest supply chain
- Maximum rugged design
- Easy to see indoors and outside
- Programmable keys to simplify the most complex operations
- Designed for voice in your loudest environments

**GET $300**

**WT6000 WEARABLE COMPUTER**
- All-in-one cradle system
- Compact Size
- Superior comfort, hygiene and safety

**GET $200**

**OMNI™ XT15 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Increase productivity by 14%*
- Hands-free proximity scanning
- Elegant all-touch screens
- Super-rugged design

**GET $250**

**MC3200 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Redefined
- Accountable reliability
- Class-leading device
- Available in Android Jelly Bean and Windows 7 OS

**GET Windows CE $100**

**MC2100 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Redefined
- Accountable reliability
- Class-leading device
- Available in Android Jelly Bean and Windows 7 OS

**GET Windows CE/WM $150**

**RS6000 RING SCANNER**
- Superior Bluetooth power efficiency
- Zebra's most advanced scanning technology
- Improves worker productivity

**GET $50**

**TC70 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Enterprise-class Android
- World-class data capture
- Superior audio quality and functionality

**GET $75**

**VC90 VEHICLE-MOUNTED COMPUTER**
- Fast application performance
- World-class rugged design
- Government-Grade security
- Voice and data
- Push-to-talk out of the box

**GET $150**

**TC75 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Enterprise-class Android
- World-class data capture
- Superior audio quality and functionality

**GET $100**

**WORKABOUT PRO 4 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Enterprise-class Android
- World-class data capture
- Superior audio quality and functionality

**GET $150**

**MC67 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Redefined
- Accountable reliability
- Class-leading device
- Available in Android Jelly Bean and Windows 7 OS

**GET Windows CE $100**

**MC9200 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Fast application performance
- World-class rugged design
- Government-Grade security
- Voice and data
- Push-to-talk out of the box

**GET Windows CE/WM $150**

**TC55 MOBILE COMPUTER**
- Enterprise-class Android
- World-class data capture
- Superior audio quality and functionality

**GET $50**

**VH10 VEHICLE-MOUNTED COMPUTER**
- Freezer-ready for the coldest supply chain
- Maximum rugged design
- Easy to see indoors and outside
- Programmable keys to simplify the most complex operations
- Designed for voice in your loudest environments

**GET $100**

---

*Head over to [www.zebra.com/gomobile](http://www.zebra.com/gomobile) and learn how exchanging old mobile devices can deliver new possibilities.*
PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY:

1. This offer is being made from Zebra Technologies to end users in the form of a rebate for purchases of qualifying mobile computers made between January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2017.

2. The Program applies to new purchases. End users must purchase qualifying products from a PartnerConnect Channel Partner (“Reseller”).

3. The Program website at www.zebra.com/gomobile sets forth the rebate amount associated with the purchase of each qualifying product.

4. Any manufacturer’s brand or model of mobile handheld device with a display equal to or greater than 2” is eligible for trade-in, including Zebra, Motorola, Psion, Symbol and Telxon.

5. The end user cannot combine this offer with special pricing (“Price Concession”) provided by Zebra to the Reseller as part of the same transaction. It is the responsibility of end users to verify with their Resellers no such Price Exception existed.

6. Rebate claims must be completed online and eligible trade-in products must be received by Zebra no later than 90 days from the date of your invoice.

7. Rebates will be issued for each trade-in product, one-for-one, based on the number of mobile computers purchased.

8. The end user may choose to utilize the Program more than one time.

9. Zebra reserves the right to change, cancel, modify or end the Program at any time.

Visit www.zebra.com/gomobile for the complete Official Rules of this Program.